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I'm just stuck in between reality and dreams
where everything I touch is not what it seems
people say the opposite of what they tongue mean
they would rather hire maids then have to come clean
seeing scenes from the Watchmen, form my format
go to sleep as DDot and wake up as Rorschach
I forged my own tracks, except I stroll 
where pavement on sidewalks come out all cracked
and alI go I thrrough creates more raps 
They didn't cut Columbus no slack 
...so I know, haters Celebrating if my World Fall Flat
it's difficult to care if your words caught flack
when you barely give a fuck if ya girl calls back
it hurts when I treat you like the rest of em, don't it?
now we back to Square One like an Exponent
my emotions unavailble, I just can't show it
and though, I don't lend money, I been a loner
a poet blinded by his lies similar to Homer
the truth, Under My Nose like Smelling Salt
strong as Ammonia,..I get sick from the aroma
wish that, bus hit me it and put me into a coma
to prevent from this being true, prevent the vehicle 
from using EZPass on any trip seeing you
the Love Lock Down, I ain't gotta key to you
..You gave up wantin to make us work
..now I'm left here trying to erase this hurt
that surfaces when you typed in my Facebook Search
and I bare a type of pain you can't take to church
the type of pain that you'd hate to be, placed on Earth
if you only knew what seeing ya face was worth (ugh)
so I move on, dive into another, 
situation, where I'm hung up on tryna find a lover
I understand, now you want a place up in my life
but its one small problem with, making you my wife
...My Heart Hardin like Tanya Skating on the Ice
I told myself, not to make that mistake twice
but I'm here again, gamblin, playin with the dice
lets hope for a day where I don't care about the risk run
and all my bitterness converted into wis-dom
um, I can't fuck a fuck broad who is dumb
I need a brain or I bounce when the shits done
and get stuff my quick, dip, tell the bitch "one"
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You want monogamy, I promise you will get none, 
so if you ever meet 'em tell my father, I am his son 
I owe it all to him for everything I become
My feet numb, so callous from the journey
my thoughts out of whack so I act 730
Straight Jacket,.."Nurse Strap him down to the Gurney"
his peers in fear now, he has 'em kinda worried
cuz I prove early, being a liar not my M.O.
I wake up inspired like Maguire writin' Memos 
and thats why these label reps ain't tryna hear my
demo
..I endeavor these struggles
I juggle being humble with enjoying when my enemies
stumble. 
thats some of the realest shit I never wrote..
so I dare you to go out and find a better quote..
It's a such a pity they don't notice 
for my city, I get diagonised with scoleosis 
Bending Over Backwards but the wack nerds
don't appreciate shit, shit they loved me down in
Acworth
they came around doubting me so I fled
down to Cobb County with this Bounty on my Head
they say treasons a reason I'll be found dead
cuz you turned on PG,..and spit in their face
they gave you a home away from ya birthplace
and having traits of a traitor is the worst case..scenario 
but if I don't spread my wings we'll never know
if I truly have what it takes to make better quo
Mickey Factz said I'm "slightly nice"
so I'll try and prove him right on this Mic Device
and fuck it, I won't say might..dog, it's a promise
You Octobers Very Own? I'm Adopted By August
that means I'm the hottest, I gotta be honest
I lost all my novice, verses up in Largo
so if you find a sidekick with the lock code
sell that mawfucka to any rapper that ya'll know
cuz when I rap these thoughts out
you hear more Convinction than Blacks in a Texas
Courthouse
and I'ma leave on the cleverest note
I'm the last to give a fuck and the first to tell you I don't
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